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24. Plural Animal
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28. Past Tense Verb
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The Autotune Quest

Once upon a Noun there were was a Noun that was ruled by many Plural noun . These

Same plural noun were actually record label Plural noun . They ruled the land with an iron

Noun only Verb ending in ing the best of the best of Plural noun Plural noun to

become Plural noun .

However, one day, there came an incredible invention: autotune.

Suddenly, the people from the Adjective ening in est Plural noun of Noun to the single soccer

Plural noun could become famous by simply Verb ending in ing a tune. It didn't matter how hard you

could Noun how fast you could belt a Noun or how well you could carry a Noun .

With the help of autotune, people with a voice that sounded like they had Body part Noun could

suddenly have the voice of an Particularly nasty object .



Yet, there came a day when this happy day would have to come. That happy day ended when Rebecca Black

decided to step onto the Noun .

Such evil had never been seen in the Noun and the land was cast in Plural animal . There seemed

to be no hope for people around anywhere. No matter how much they used their Plural noun or tried to

dig themselves a Noun to bury themselves in, they could not Verb from the warbling of the

autotune.

Finally, the world was Past tense verb by a big storm, and autotune was never heard from again. But the

evil still lurks in the General location ready to strike when autotune Present tense verb again.
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